Ballet IV & V Dance Fusion Group
Tuesdays 5:15-7:30pm
Your dancer has been invited to attend the Ballet Levels IV or V. This class level is available on Mondays from
5:00-6:00pm as a combined level IV/V and available on Tuesdays from 5:15-6:15pm as separate classes. The
Tuesday night option is a regular ballet classes for one hour followed by a 30-minute dinner break from 6:156:45pm (unless they take Hip Hop I/II during that time).
After dinner they are encouraged to take DANCE FUSION from 6:45-7:30pm. Only dancers in ballet IV or V are
invited to take dance fusion. Dance Fusion is a great class to familiarize your dancer with a variety of dance
styles. Typically, this class does modern, jazz, character, and more. These dance styles are fun for this age and
valuable for their overall dance education. They may also take these classes separately (such as Modern I/II,
Musical thtr, etc). The dinner break and dance fusion group, combined with the ballet class, gives this evening a
nice social component that is so important at this age. It really bonds this group together. (You may take the
Monday ballet & dance fusion if the Tuesday ballet time doesn’t fit your schedule, if interested.) Dance fusion is
optional.
Parents will be asked to supervise the dancers during the dinner break and we will have a sign up sheet the first
week of classes. We ask parents to sit with the dancers and supervise at least twice during the school year. On
the last Tuesday of the month (not August) we order pizza. The parent comes and collects $3 from the dancers
that want pizza at the beginning of the ballet class at 5:15pm. Then the parent picks up the pizza so it is ready at
6:15pm. All students bring $3 plus their own drink for pizza night, if they choose to have pizza with the group.
The office has suggestions of pizza places.
This is really a fun night and a fun opportunity for growth at this age. We hope your dancer will be encouraged
to join us on Tuesday night (or Monday, if the Tuesday schedule doesn’t work for you).
If you have any questions please feel free to email info@villagedancestudio.com or call us at 317-769-2223
Thanks!
Traci Broman
Village Dance Studio
317.769.2223
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